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EMB meets for general assembly in Hamburg
On 26 and 27 November 2013, the EMB held its second Members’ Meeting this year in the Hanseatic city of Hamburg
in Germany. At the meeting the European member organisations deliberated on how the political work was to proceed
further following the reform of the EU Common Market Organisation and the big dairy farmers’ conference...
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Press release
Despite a slight drop in costs: no relief for German dairy farmers
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Start of The fair Milk in Italy
From today the fair milk will also be available for consumers in Italy
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Press release - Effective market instruments indispensable: EU monitoring agency
as solution for milk market after 2015
Effective market instruments indispensable: EU monitoring agency as solution for milk
market after 2015
In Germany European dairy farmers present study of a new instrument for flexible supply
management in the EU milk markets.
(Hamburg, 27 November 2013) The milk producers of the European Milk Board (EMB), the
European...
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No more business as usual
Invitation for a debate, action & celebration to launch the Alternative Trade Mandate (ATM) on 26-27 November 2013,
Brussels
The current trading system isn’t working. Tons of food – often unsafe – get thrown away while millions of people go
hungry. EU trade policy has played a significant role in causing and exacerbating...
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Position paper on Voluntary Production Cuts against financial compensation
The European Milk Board welcomes the decision of the European Parliament in favour of the introduction of Voluntary
Production Cuts. In case of a crisis, this market instrument would allow to reduce the offer of milk for a given period of
time and to rapidly restore the balance in the market.
The instrument of Voluntary Production Cuts is the only measure that allows to prevent crises or to control
them at an early stage. For this reason, we urge you to endorse the implementation of the VPC!

Please see the position paper
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